This paper demonstrates how the challenging problem of the Arabic broken plurals and diminutive can be handled under a multi-tape two-level model, an extension to two-level morphology.
Introduction
The phenomenon of the broken plural and diminutive in Arabic poses a challenge to main-stream two-level morphology, not only because of its nonconcatenative nature, but also because its analysis relies heavily on prosodic structure. The purpose of this paper is to present an implemented morphological model which is capable of analysing the broken plural.
The following convention has been adopted. Morphemes are represented in braces, f g, and surface forms in solidi, / /. In examples of grammars, variables begin with a capital letter. Cs denote consonants and Vs denote vowels. In two-level rules, square brackets mark optional segments.
The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2 presents the problem of the broken plural; section 3 introduces a computational framework for solving the problem; section 4 demonstrates how the broken plural may be derived via the`implicit derivation' of the singular under a two-level model; nally, section 5 gives concluding remarks.
Problem Description
The derivation of the broken plurals and diminutive in Arabic is a complicated task. Consider the data in (1) { from McCarthy and Prince (1990a) .
(1) Broken Plural and Diminutive Data Singular Plural Diminutive Glosŝ undub^ anaadib^ unaydib`locust' sult . aan salaat . iin sulayt . aan`sultan'
The analysis of the plural makes use of prosodic structure, where a word (W) consists of at least one foot (F), and feet consist of syllables ( ) as in (2). 
Then, the residue /dub/ is added. This is straightforward, except that the default vowel for the residue is i] (i.e. /dub/ becomes /dib/) resulting in /^ anaadib/. The derivation of /salaat . iin/ from /sult . aan/ follows the same path. The kernel /sul/ maps to the plural template producing /salaa/, and the residue /t . aan/ is added with the vowel i]; hence, /salaat . iin/. The diminutive can be derived in a similar fashion.
Traditional grammars provide a much simpler analysis. Wright (1988) lists 31 broken plural patterns. Each root must be lexically marked with its own pattern. For example, the root f^ ndbg is marked with the pattern CaCaaCiC, and fslt . ng is marked with CaCaaCiiC. Instantiating the Cs with the root consonants produces /^ anaadib/ and /salaat . iin/, respectively. The analysis of
McCarthy and Prince, however, provides a wider generalisation: the operation of pluralisation, which can be achieved by morphological rules in a computational framework, rather than by explicit, manual marking of lexical entries.
Computational Framework
This section presents a computational framework under which the broken plural can be analysed. Section 3.1 gives some background to Arabic computational morphology, and section 3.2 de nes our model.
Background
Two-level morphology (Koskenniemi 1983) de nes two levels of strings in recognition and synthesis: lexical strings represent morphemes, and surface strings represent surface forms. Two-level rules map the two strings; the rules are compiled into nite state transducers, where lexical strings sit on one tape of the transducers and surface strings on the other.
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Traditional two-level models are biased towards concatenative morphology since they assume that the lexical string is the concatenation of lexical morphemes. This requirement makes it extremely di cult, if not impossible, to analyse the data presented in section 2.
A number of proposals for handling Arabic morphology exist 2 ; none provide a framework under which the phenomenon of the broken plural can be analysed in a linguistically motivated method. An implemented system which can handle the broken plural is the ALPNET system reported by (Beesley et al. 1989; Beesley 1990; Beesley 1991) . In this system, root entries in the lexicon are associated with a set of nominal patterns, some of which indicate the broken plural (Beesley, personal communication) . For example, the root f^ n d bg (where represents an in x) is associated with the patterns f u u g`singular' and f a aa i g`plural' (where represents a root consonant). The intersection of the root morpheme and pattern morphemes produces /^ undub/ and /^ anaadib/, respectively.
There is no doubt that the ALPNET system can produce broken plurals. However, its handling of the broken plural follows traditional grammars (the ALPNET project started before the new ndings of { see section 2 { were published). It is more desirable to have a morphological model which can capture the generalisations in these ndings. Under this framework, the operation of pluralisation' would be handled by two-level rules, rather than marking each root entry in the lexicon with its broken plural pattern(s). Hence, lexicon maintenance would be easier and more e cient, specially that pluralisation is productive in Arabic, e.g. /s . andal/ /s . anaadil/`sandal'. The next subsection introduces such a model.
A Computational Model
There are two main di culties in handling broken plurals. The rst is choosing a formalism which allows the user to write two-level rules for deriving broken plurals along the lines described in section 2. The formalism must allow the mapping between lexical and surface strings of unequal lengths. For example, in the derivation of /^ anaadib/ from /^ undub/, one needs to map the kernel /^ un/ to /^ anaa/. A formalism which ts this criterion appears in (5) (Ruessink 1989; Pulman and Hepple 1993) . The special symbol * indicates an empty context, which is always satis ed. The operator ) states that Lex may surface as Surf in the given context, while the operator , adds the condition that when Lex appears in the given context, then the surface description must satisfy Surf. The latter caters for obligatory rules. A lexical string maps to a surface string i they can be partitioned into pairs of lexical-surface subsequences, where each pair is licenced by a rule. Rules are associated with a feature structure which must unify with the lexical feature structure of the morpheme a ected by the rule.
In order to illustrate how the formalism can be used for deriving broken plurals, let us ignore for the moment the templatic nature of Arabic morphology. Assume that the lexicon maintains the singular stem /^ undub/. Two rules are required for the derivation of the plural /^ anaadib/ (6).
(6) Two-Level Rules R1: * -C 1 V 1 C 2 -C 3 V 2 V 2 ]C 4 , * -C 1 aC 2 aa -* R2: C 1 V 1 C 2 -C 3 V 2 C 4 -* , * -C 3 iC 4 -* R3: C 1 V 1 C 2 -C 3 V 2 V 2 C 4 -* , * -C 3 iiC 4 -* R1 maps the kernel /^ un/ to /^ anaa/ and R2 maps the residue /dub/ to /dib/. R3 is similar to R2 except that it sanctions residues with a long vowel, e.g. /t . aan/ in /sult . aan/. The lexical contexts ensure that the proper rule is applied to the kernel, B: , or the residue, B/ . (7) illustrates the two-level derivations of /^ anaadib/ and /salaat . iin/. The second di culty in analysing the broken plural is a result of the nature of Arabic morphology, where the majority of Arabic stems are templatic, i.e. they are derived from a root and a vowel melody according to a speci c template (or pattern). For example, the singular /^ undub/ is derived from the root morpheme f^ ndbg and the vowel melody morpheme fug; both are arranged according to the template morpheme fCVCCVCg. This derivation is illustrated in (8). 4 (8) Derivation of /^ undub/ /^ undub/ =^ n d b C V C C V C u P P P Kiraz (1994) proposed some extensions to the above formalism in order to handle Arabic templatic morphology. One of the extensions introduced is that all expressions in the lexical side of the rules (i.e. LLC, Lex and RLC) are n-tuple of regular expressions of the form (x 1 , x 2 , : : :, x n ). The ith expression refers to symbols on the ith tape. When n = 1, the parentheses can be ignored; hence, (x) and x are equivalent; a nil slot is indicated by ". (The original idea of using multiple tapes is due to Kay (1987).) Assuming that the lexicon maintains the roots f^ ndbg and fslt . ng (each root is associated with the feature number=N]), the vocalisms fuug and fuaag, 5 and the patterns fcvccvcg and fcvccvvcg, the derivation of singular stems can be achieved by the rules in (9). So far, we have seen how it is possible to derive plurals from singular stems, and how to derive singular stems from morphemes (i.e. roots, vocalisms and patterns). The next section looks into how this model is capable of deriving plural forms from morphemes, rather than from singular stems.
Analysis of the Broken Plural
Because of its dependency on the singular (which does not constitute a lexical entry), the broken plural seems to require a three-level derivation. In other words, the derivation of the broken plural takes the following form: (root, vocalism, pattern) ! singular ! plural. There are two methods for deriving the plural (the choice depends on the rest of the grammar). The rst requires a three-level model as illustrated in (11a); it is possible to collapse the three representations into two via composition. The second derives the plural directly from the root, pattern and vocalism morphemes via the implicit derivation of the singular using just our two-level model. The concept is illustrated in (11b). Deriving the broken plural via the`implicit derivation' of the singular is best explained by an example. To derive /^ anaadib/ (singular /^ undub/), a two-level rule scans the kernel, i.e. /^ un/, from lexical morphemes; however, instead of mapping the kernel to /^ un/ on the surface, the rule maps it to the plural template CaCaa, i.e. /^ anaa/. A second rule maps the rest of the morpheme characters, i.e. the residue /dub/, to the surface as they are, but overwriting the singular vowel melody with the plural one. The derivation, then, remains within two-level theory. We say that the plural is derived via the`implicit derivation' of the singular because the two-level rules nd a singular form, but map it to the corresponding plural form on the surface. To illustrate this process, consider the rules in (12). A few points should be noted: Firstly, R6-R8 are implicitly nding a singular derivation from the lexicon, but mapping such derivation to the corresponding plural form on the surface; note that the vowels which appear on VT are those of the singular /^ undub/ and /sult . aan/. Secondly, the rules are all obligatory. Thirdly, the rule feature structure number=pl] must unify with the lexical feature structure number=N]. Finally, the lexical structures in (13) and (10) are equivalent. Since Vs on the VT tape can unify with any vowel in the lexicon, the two-level module produces many analyses depending on the number of vocalisms in the lexicon. This is solved by associating lexical entries with feature structures for morphotactic parsing. Only the analyses with the proper singular vocalic melody are parsed successfully using a uni cation-based morphotactic grammar (Bear 1986; Ritchie et al. 1992 ).
Conclusion
I have presented in this paper a computational framework which can handle Arabic broken plurals in a linguistically-motivated method. The implementation has been tested on all classes of stems, even those which require the insertion of a default consonant w], e.g. /^ awaamiis/`bu aloes', and cases where this consonant is realised as e], e.g. /^ azaaeir/`islands' (Kiraz 1996) . Diminutive and the phenomenon of the mas .â dir can be handled in a similar manner.
